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In The Scarlet Letter Nathaniel Hawthorne chooses the scaffold scenes to. The Scarlet Letter: Character Analysis of
Arthur Dimmesdale. The last scaffold.

At this time Pearl questions the minister if he will do this at noontide and he answers no. He escapes the
diabolical clutches of Chillingworth who, without his victim, shrivels and dies. The similarities continue with
a revelation of another scarlet letter. But there are five scenes that stood out and pushed the plot forward.
When Chillingworth is finally discerned by Pearl, he acts as if he has simply come to bring Dimmesdale back
to their house, contributing to his cunning and deceitful demeanor. All the three scenes are interrelated and
give a unity to the novel. Dimmesdale's soul is torn between two opposing forces: his heart, his love for
freedom and his passion for Hester Prynne, and his head, his knowledge of Puritanism and its denial of fleshly
love. It is interesting how Hester stands upon the very same scaffold that she had stood upon seven years prior
with the same two significant people, but this time she is listening to Dimmesdale confess his sins instead. He
seeks a confession of his sins a second time by calling out into the night. He tries to prevent the minister from
mounting the scaffold. As the two men leave, the scene ends and leaves us with additional information.
Chillingworth pleads for this so that he can still torment the reverend. Hester B. In the crowd is also Roger
Chillingworth whose voice is added to those of the crowd when demanding that Hester reveal her partner in
sin. Symbolism in characters A. The third and final scaffold scene illustrates Dimmesdales full repentance of
his sin, thus casting change upon all of the main characters. The first scaffold scene is verbally focused upon
Hester and the scarlet letter, but when dissected and viewed through an analytical lens, Hawthorne endows his
audience with an amassment of other character and plot based elements. Although Dimmesdale makes
progress towards repentance in this scene, when Pearl asks him to join her and Hester upon the scaffold
publicly, Dimmesdale declines and tells her to wait until judgment day. The irony weaved within this is that
people are not paying attention to her outward appearance, for they are only gathering around her to observe
the scarlet letter for themselves. Also illuminated in the darkness is the fiendish face of Roger Chillingworth.
The very ideal of ignominy was embodied and made manifest in this contrivance of wood and iron"
Hawthorne  Here, he openly confesses his sin not to the town, but to himself. Although Dimmesdale is finally
ridden from his sin, he dies immediately after his repentance from the massive amounts of damage that had
been caused over the past seven years. Truth overcomes deception. You may also like. These sections mark
the beginning, middle, and end of the novel. The brook IV. Pearl III. After Dimmesdale makes his public
confession, Hester gingerly holds his head and asks him if they will spend eternity together now that they have
endured the suffering for their sins. His face darkens with some power of emotion which he controls by an
effort of his will. The principal characters are all here. The final two being Hester meeting Dimmesdale in the
forest and the Dimmesdale confessing his sin. This scene sets the stage for the next two scenes. He replies that
their meeting will be instead at the great judgement day rather than here in the daylight. In his spiritual torture,
he cries out with a shriek of agony that is heard by Hester and Pearl as they journey to their home from the bed
of the dying Governor Winthrop. The Scarlet Letter reflects on the toll that secrets can play of a person,
through Dimmesdale and the effects of Scarlet Letter. The reverend Mr. Roger Chillingworth arrives and tells
the minister to get down from the scaffold. Chicago This is an analysis of the meaning and significance of the
first two scaffold scenes in The Scarlet Letter.. At the beginning of the book, Hester is brought out with Pearl
to stand on the scaffold. These sections mark the beginning, middle, and end of the novel. The Scarlet Letter is
about the life of Hester Prynne and the other characters after she played a part in committing the sin of
Adultery. With God's help, I shall escape thee now! She stands alone in the world with the symbol of her sin,
concealing the torture she is undergoing when she spots Roger Chilllingworth at the edge of the crowd.


